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CERAMIC
A N I L O X E N G R AV E R S

available, all at competitive pricing for our all clients - no
matter where they are in the world. We see our clients’
business as an extension of our business.
At CAE, we are dedicated to pursuing new and innovative
technologies and techniques. We are more than just a

Flexographic
Printing Solutions

supplier, we see ourselves as your strategic print partner
that will support your business success.
By combining technology, engineering, experience
and expertise we strive to remain a market leader in
the manufacture and refurbishment of high quality,

About us
Established in 1999, Ceramic Anilox Engravers Pty Ltd
(CAE) is a family-owned and managed anilox producer.

innovative anilox transfer technologies for specialised
applications in the printing and coating industries
worldwide.

Our core products are entirely manufactured and
refurbished at our world-class production plant
in Durban, South Africa, servicing both local and
international clients.

Mission Statement

Our main focus is on producing the highest quality

To remain a world-class supplier of specialised

products and services at competitive prices for our

products and services, and to ensure the

customers around the world.

involvement of all employees and suppliers in
the pursuit of continuous quality improvements

Why we do what we do

that exceeds our customers’ requirements and

At the core of our business are strong family values - as

expectations.

everything we do not only represents our company and
brands, but also our family name. Hence why we are
focused on constantly delivering the highest quality
products and services using only the very best technologies
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gain, impression, registration, and other critical variables
to enable you to print better.

At Ceramic Anilox Engravers,
we are dedicated to pursuing new
and innovative technologies
and techniques.

Our detailed and challenging fingerprint design and
on-press OT7-4 process controls covers every critical
aspect with regards to process printing. We are here to
help printers with advanced turnkey technical service
solutions. (Please Note: Fingerprinting a press is normally
a two-stage process consisting of a preliminary linear run,
and then a final adjusted fingerprint run.)

Press Optimisation
CAE offer press optimisation services. Before making
any changes on-press its advised to run certain tests
to observe scientifically (by the numbers) how these
changes react on-press. These changes can range from
new ink technology, cell geometry, doctor blades
or mounting tapes. Each aspect of the optimisation
trails is documented and scientifically measured by a
member of our technical team, ensuring successful press
optimisation. A full technical report on our findings and
recommendations is also produced for your review.
Press Fingerprinting & Characterisation

Training Services & Programs
CAE offer a wide range of training services to help
you and your staff obtain the practical skill sets
needed on press. They can be tailored to suite your
operators’ needs and requirements.
•

•
•

Introduction to Anilox Transfer Technology
and Terminology
Basic Flexographic Principles and Practices
Press-Proofing your inks
Understanding Colour and Spectrophotometers
and Densitometers
Understanding Press Optimisation, Fingerprinting
and Characterisation
A-Care: Correct Principles and Practices for Anilox
and Plate Care
Basic Principles and Practices Program Implementation
Press Process Controls and On-Press Colour Management

•

Operator Colour Accuracy Eye Testing

•
•
•
•

CAE have extensive experience in flexographic printing
and coating technologies and techniques. We can help
you print by numbers, ensuring press predictability,
repeatability, consistency, and efficiency, thus helping you
to increase productivity and reduce waste. Fingerprinting
each printing press allows us to analyse ink density, dot

•
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The world’s leading anilox innovation.
We are proud to present our GEN II yCell (HD) HDLE with
Pegasus coating technology. As a global player in the
manufacture and refurbishment of high quality rollers and

KEY TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS
•

Impermeable corrosion protection barrier/layer.

•

Advanced yCell (HD) HDL cell geometry,
ensuring advanced ink release.

sleeves we now offer our extensive customer base a bold
revolution in High Definition Laser Engraving (HDLETM).
P-Coat

•

damage over conventional anilox technology.
•

P-Coat has been specifically designed for optimum energy
transfer and precision particle velocity to produce a new

yCell (HD) HDLE
Anilox Transfer Technology

generation in anilox coatings this ensures we can produce
rapid, uniform and repeatable high quality ceramic
coating.
CAE remain the only African supplier to have a complete
production facility (one-stop shop) and have complete
process control over every aspect of the anilox production
process – from start to finish – in accordance with our SABS
ISO 9001 quality management system.
yCell (HD) HDL is available in Roller, Sleeve and Lightweight
formats to suit all press specifications and tolerances.
yCell (HDLE Transfer Technology)
Advanced HD 30° and 60° cell configuration laser engraved
using the latest high definition laser engraving technology
(HDLETM) with the advanced features: MBA (Multi Beam
Anilox), MAD (Micro Anilox Displacement) and custom cell
profile generation.
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Higher resistance to scoring and surface
Extended blade life due to advanced post-peak
polish reduction.

•

Easy to clean cell profile, helping printers
reduce/eliminate cell clogging, contamination
and machine downtime.

eCell (HD) HDLE Anilox Transfer Technology has been

KEY BENEFITS

specifically developed to assist printers obtain higher
print quality, improved definition, and take full advantage

•

Increased Ink Transfer Ranges.

of the latest CTP, HD, NX, Flat-Top Dot plate techniques.

•

Higher Screen and Solid Combination Coverage.

This advanced high definition anilox transfer technology

•

Low Dot Gain.

has fundamentally been designed and based on the

•

Extended high definition Color Gamut

proven principles, practices and successes of the industry

Performance (More POP for Flexo).

standard yCell (Y-Hex) 60 degree cell pattern.

•

Consistent volumetric transfer.

However, in essence, the eCell is a modified elongated

•

Superior contrast and density at higher line

version which consists of two differential screen counts

eCell (HD) HDLE
Anilox Transfer Technology

(vertical and horizontal) which create a unique elongated
cell shape.
This extremely advanced anilox transfer technology

screens counts.
•

Cleaner and sharper highlights and mid tones.

•

Reduction in ink flinging.

•

CTP, HD, NX, Flat Top dots, and stochastic plate

has been strategically refined and developed using a

technology ready.

combination of advanced high definition laser engraving
techniques – MBA (Multi Beam Anilox), MAD (Micro
Anilox Displacement), Custom Cell (Cell Design Software)
– into our new-aged Black Pearl ™ ceramic coating which

KEY FEATURES

is robotically applied, ensuring optimum quality.
eCell (HD) anilox transfer technology now allows printers
to select and specify higher screen counts than that of
their conventional yCell (60 degree) cell counts.
Printers can, however, still maintain the same or
higher volume ranges without the need for plate
screen changes. The uniqueness of this elongated high
definition cell shape allows for ink to be transferred

•

Cell Tech.
•

density, opacity and overall print quality.
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New generation coatings using latest P-Coat
techniques and technologies.

•

Easy to maintain and clean due to the
elongated cell shape.

•

Extended Nano Doctor Blade ready surface
technology.

more fluently, dramatically improving the the amount of
ink transferred to the substrate and visibly improving the

High Performance eCell (HD) AVM Certified

•

Designed to run at faster press speeds, low-cell
turbulence technology.

Cobra (HD) HDLE Anilox Transfer Technology has

KEY BENEFITS

been specifically developed to assist printers obtain
higher print quality, improved definition, and take full

•

Increased Ink Transfer Ranges.

advantage of the latest CTP, HD. NX Flat-Top Dot plate

•

Lower Dot gain, at high density volumes.

techniques, without having to change their plates, simply

•

Consistent volumetric transfer, with AVM

enhance print coverage and quality.
This advanced high definition anilox transfer technology

Certification.
•

has fundamentally been designed using an advanced
open cell technology; we refer to as Cobra due to its

to print higher cliché screens.
•

snake like shape & configuration which allows for high

Cobra (HD) HDLE
Anilox Transfer Technology

density coverage while still accommodating finer screen
printing.
Our latest open cell transfer technology has been

Superior density and coverage while also able
Cleaner and sharper highlights and mid tones,
while producing advanced solid coverage.

•

Reduction in ink spitting due to open cell
configuration.

•

CTP, HD, NX, Flat Top dots, and stochastic plate

strategically refined and developed using a combination

Technology ready. No need to change plate

of advanced high definition laser engraving techniques

simply enhance your print quality.

– MBA (Multi Beam Anilox), MAD (Micro Anilox
Displacement), Custom Cell (Cell Design Software) –
into our new aged Black Pearl ceramic coating which is
robotically applied, ensuring optimum quality.
Printers can now however, select improved volume
ranges without the need for plate screen changes. The
uniqueness of this open cell shape allows for ink to be

KEY FEATURES
•

High Performance Cobra (HD) AVM Cell Tech.

•

New generation robotically applied high
density, low porosity ceramic coating

transferred more fluently, dramatically improving the

technology.

amount of ink transferred to the cliché & substrate,
visibly improving the density, opacity and overall print

•

to open cell configuration.

quality, while also offering very easy to clean cell
technology due to its open cell configuration & structure
meaning longer lifespan.

Easy to maintain and clean cell technology, due

•

Extended Doctor Blade lifespan, due to open
slalom cell movement when running; this also
dramatically reduces score line damage.
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H.I.T.T stands for High Ink Transfer Technology which is

KEY ADVANTAGES

available for both Anilox rolls and anilox Sleeves. H.I.T.T
cell geometry has been designed as an engraving that

•

Higher ink transfer.

can offer a higher and more homogeneous ink transfer

•

High opacity and reduced ink consumption.

and is a special application cell geometry. This is obtained

•

Improved film transfers removing pin-holing.

by utilizing open cell technology in conjunction with

•

Improved suitability for low, thick viscous inks,

advanced transfer and volume ranges, which is easily
cleanable due to its open cell configuration.
Efficient and homogeneous ink transfer allows for

High Ink
Transfer Technology

•

Simple to clean due to open cell geometry.

•

Special suitability for opaque whites, lacquers,

various new possibilities for opaque white printing,

and special process inks metallics, rainbow

lacquering and various coating applications. H.I.T.T

coatings ect.

engravings are also suitable for lacquer units specifically
in the offset printing and for coating machines.
The use of this cell geometry allows for a wider volume
transfer with minimal residues and maximum transfer
capabilities regardless the liquid dynamics of the various
inks, lacquers, or coating applications.
This cell geometry is specifically designed to help printers
with large solid coverages, while ensuring smooth
transfers, it is equally well suited for specialized coating
application die to its open cell nature.
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Let’s work together
Whether you’re a local or international business,
we’ve worked with them all.
We can help your business. Drop us line.

CAE Pty LTD
caesales@caepty.co.za
cae@caepty.co.za
t +27 (0)31 5691066
f +27 (0)31 5691178
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